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1. (a) Explain I'hat is meant by a vector space.

(b) Let Iz: {/// : lR ---,+ R,.l(c) > 0Vr e R}. For any /,9 e V and for

any a € lR define an addition O and a scalar multiplicatiol O as follows:

(l e e11r) = /(r).r(,) v' € R

and

(ao,f)(r) = {f(,)}" v, € R.

Prove that (V, e, O) is a vector space ovet the set of real numbers R.

(c) Ar attempt is made to turn the set 22 ol pairs of integ€rs into a vector

space over the field R by defining:

(u,u) + (u,' ,u') = (u + u' ,u + 1)')

aftr, o) = (lalr, lo]u)

wlrer" [nli-'hc inreger pal oln and u.,tt,,,u'cZ. ls rhi. i.a v"rror

space?

Justify your answer.



z (u) Define the lbllowings:

i. a linear independeot set of vcctoN;

ii. a hasi. for a ve.ror:Pa' al

iii. direct surn of two subspaces Wt and Wz of a vector space y'

Let S, ltrl be two subspaces of a vector space l/ over thc lield lF Plor"e

that; y is a clirect sum of 5' and tr4/ ifl each vector u € y has a u iquc

represent,ationo=s*Tllorsome s € S,u €W'

Let Lf and I4l be two subspaces of 1R3 dcfined by

U: l(a,Lt,c)la = b: c, a,d,c€R) and tr'fi: {(o'p,q) /p,qe rR)}'

ehow rhar; Rr = U Ol4/.

i. Let S be any non-empty lincarly independent subset of a \ector spaoe

V over the field lF. Whai is meant by sayirg that "S spans y"

Prove that; for any 1] € y the set S LJ {t]} is lineally independcnt iff

',,d (S).

ii. Prove that; any linearly independent subset of a finite dimensio al

vector space V r-al be extertded to a basis of 1/'

State and prove the Dimension lheorem for two subspaces of a finite

dimensional vector space

Let y be a finite dimcnsional rector space and W be a subspace of

y. Prove that; the quotient space V/l4r is also finite dirnensioral and

dim(V/W) = dimV dimW.

If I,71 = ({(1,0,2),(1,2,2)}) and W, = ({(1,1,0)' (0,1,1}) are subspaces

of lR3. Find

i. dim(W1 +Wr);

ii. d:mtW, n\ r):

and verify that

dim(W1 +W2) - dimWl + dimW2 - dim(W1 nW,)

(b)

(")

(u)

(b)

k)



,1. (a) Let ? be a linear transformation ftom a vector space y to alother

vector space I4l. Define

i. range space R{T) and

ii. null space lf(?).

(b) nind rR("), /U(f) of the linear transformation 7 : 1Rs + JR3, defincd by

T(r,y,z) - (r+2A - z,g+ z,r+g -22)' Y(x,9,2) e lR3. \i'erity the

equation

dim(R3) = dim(R(r)) +diln(N(r))

(c) Ler .f :R2 -+ R3 be a linoar trbn.lormali"n defirred by

T(a,s): (x +2y,2r - y, x).

i. Find the matdx representation of ? with respect to the standard

basis of lR2 and lR3.

ii. Let 81 = {(0, 1), (r, l)} be a basis of R2 and 82 : {(0, 0' 1)' (0' 1, 1), (1, 1, 1

be a basis of R3. Find the matrix representation of 7 witll respect

ro the ba5is Br and Br.

5. Defiue ihe term "non-singular" matrix.

Let "/ be the n, x ?, real matrix wibh every entry equal to 1, so thab J2 : n"/,

and let ,4 = crln * 0J, where o, B are real ftumbers.

(u)

(b)

Show that detA: a"-r(a i nA).

1l a l0 a:rrd a I -nB , prove that A is non-singuiar by finding an inverse
1

for it of the fc,rrrr :(L + lJ).
l)efermine the inverse of the latri*

7555
5755
5575
5557
5555

5

5

5

5

7



6 (r) State the necessary and suffcielt condition for a lioear equations to be

consisteDt.

Fird thc conditior which must be satisfied by Ar,1J2,9x,g4 in order that

the equatioDs

fir fi3+3fi4+t5:A!

2t, - rz-2ta -15- 92

xr + 2s2 + 2Eo + 4x6: Az

.,2+lh+5:x4+6rb=A4

slrall lrave a solution r\; ,,2) rJ) 2:4' r,r' Find all the solutions for

Ar- -3, Az-5, Uz:6, Uq= -2.

State and pr-ove Crammer's rule for 3 x 3 matrix and usc it to solve;

2!:-EA+22=7
xl2y-42=3"
3x-4y-62=5


